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FOREWORD

Since time immemorial, education in the Philippines has been
regarded as a primary road for success and social mobility.
Parents always tell their children that education is a treasure that
is priceless and cannot be stolen by others. True enough,
Filipinos are being recognized abroad as efficient and with
high-quality skills and technical know-how. In addition to this, the
Philippines is also recognized as one of the top English-speaking
countries in Asia. However despite the deep regard for education
and the country’s high recognition, the number of students able
to finish up to the tertiary level is still in a decreasing phase.
Similarly, the number of children being able to write and read
alarmingly increases every year.
Various strategies and programs have been implemented and
are continuously being executed by the national government
particularly the Department of Education (DepEd) to address
these concerns. However due to limited funding and available
resources, progress is still far from visible.
As individuals who share the same value for education, we
believe that it is not only the government who is responsible for
shaping the children’s education and future. It is also the
responsibility of the adults around them to inspire, guide, and
empower the children so that they would be encouraged to
discover their passions, strengthen their abilities, and aspire for a
better future.
Through the collective efforts of the club members; partners; and
donors, KIDS Club was able to conduct several community
projects and activities that somehow touched, inspired, and
benefitted more than 500 Filipino children. This publication is a
brief documentation of the projects and activities that we have
implemented in 2016.
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ABOUT US

KIDS Club is a socio-civic volunteer
organization composed of friends,
colleagues, and families.
We share the
same passion and desire to help our
community through volunteerism and
resource sharing. Our goal is to create safe
and improved communities and environment
for the Filipino children through conduct of
community outreach projects. Our main
activities focus on education and literacy;
health; safety; and environmental awareness
and protection.
Vision
Improved and safe communities and
environment for the Filipino children.

Main Activities
The Club’s activities and projects are (but
not limited to):
• Membership and volunteer recruitment
and retention
• Resource generation (fund raising and
in-kind collection) and partnership
collaboration
• Conduct of community outreach projects
for the less privileged children focusing
on education and literacy; health; safety;
and environmental awareness and
protection.

Mission
Create safe and improved communities for
the children through volunteerism and
resource sharing.
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Mr. Arcie Mallari
Founder and CEO
Silid Aralan, Inc.
(SAI)

Greetings of Empowerment!
Our partnership for the past year has been great and I would like to
extend our warmest gratitude to KIDS Club for joining us in our mission
of educating and empowering Filipino children. Our partnership has
resulted to numerous successful projects and has brought more
success to both our organizations. A partnership of this kind is difficult
to find. We are so blessed to have found a great partner that is very
professional, efficient, true to its words, and compassionate to the
betterment of the children. All our agreements were followed and
executed with quality and on schedule. Our beneficiary schools have
nothing but words of satisfaction over our collaboration and work.
As we face another year, we trust that we continue to reap more
success, milestones, and breakthroughs. I hope and believe that our
partnership will last for many more years.
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KC Boter
Volunteer/
Licensed Passion Test
Facilitator

Volunteering with KIDS Club has moved me in many ways I’ve never
imagined. To see my co-volunteers put in so much effort, time, and
attention - to projects that aim to improve the lives of the youth - is so
inspiring. Through them, I learned that in our own simple ways, we
can contribute and make change for today’s youth. The opportunity to
interact with the kids humbled me. Their genuineness, simplicity, and
passion reminded me that event in times of hardships, it is possible to
be happy. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to share and be
blessed at the same time. More power to the founders, members, and
volunteers! May you continue to touch more lives, KIDS Club!
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PROJECTS AND
ACTIVITIES
2016 is a significant year for KIDS Club
Philippines and its members. After several months
of testing the waters and tedious registration
process, the club is finally a SEC-registered
organization in April 2016. With this, we were able
to forge partnerships with various organizations
inside and outside the country.
As a brief, we have completed three (3) major
community projects, two (2) workshops, and three
(3) club activities. We have also supported four (4)
outreach projects organized by our members and
fellow volunteer organizations.

THE DREAM
HUB PROJECT

Partner: SIlid Aralan Inc. (SAI)
Period of Implementation: 2016 and beyond

The DREAM Hub Project is a collaboration between Silid Aralan
Inc. and KIDS Club. On 2 May 2016, chairpersons from both
organizations signed a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to
formalize the long-term implementation of this project. DREAM
Hub aims to provide a holistic and balanced environment for the
children nationwide to be able to:
D - discover their passion and talents
R - relax and enjoy their lives as kids
E - explore the possibilities through books and toys
A - achieve their goals; and
M - motivate other students and children
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Conceptual Framework

Creating a Balanced Learning Environment
A DREAM Hub is composed of three main areas.
The Reading Area provides a quite and
comfortable place for the learners as they enjoy
a variety of books and other reading materials.
The Creativity Area is equipped with tools and
toys to encourage the learners to develop their
creativity and strategic thinking such as find their
passion for the arts, music, or science. The Play
Area is filled with different toys such as cars,
trains, dolls, pretend toys (cooking set, doctor's
kit, carpenter's toolbox, etc.) for the learners to
enjoy.

Silid Aralan provides the learning strategies and
tools for the learners. A SAI Project leader/staff is
assigned to be in-charge of teaching the
modules, monitoring the learners' progress, and
management of the hub. KIDS Club, on the other
hand, is responsible for the hub's physical set-up
(mats, shelves, bean bags, etc); books and other
learning materials; and educational toys. Support
from parents, community, and local partners is
also being tapped for the overall success and
effectiveness of the DREAM Hub.
In addition to the regular learning sessions, KIDS
Club would also organize special trainings and
workshops on various fields such as the
e n v i ro n m e n t , p e r s o n a l i t y d e v e l o p m e n t ,
leadership, sciences, and the arts. Facilitators of
these capacity building activities are mostly club
members who are willing to share their expertise
and technical know-how.

Camp 7 DREAM Hub in
Baguio City

Local Partners: The University of the
Cordilleras; Depar tment of Education
(DepEd-Baguio); and Camp 7 Elementary
School
Period of Implementation: August 2016
present

to

Project Site: Camp 7 Elementary School,
Baguio City
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In August 2016, KIDS Club and SAI opened the
first DREAM Hub at Camp 7 Elementary School
in Baguio City. This is in collaboration with the
University of the Cordilleras (UC) College of
Education, Department of Education in Baguio
City (DepEd-Baguio), and Camp 7 Elementary
School.
About 100 low-performing Grade 2 students
were chosen to benefit the said project. Mr. Aries
Burgonio, SAI Project Leader for Baguio,
manages the learning sessions and other
activities at the hub. On Saturdays, UC student
volunteers assist him in executing the learning
modules. They also spend time with the learners

reading storybooks, drawing or painting, and
laying with different toys.
The learning modules are focused on core
values such as malasakit (compassion); passion
for learning; integrity; excellence and innovation;
process-oriented goals; and fun. In less than six
(6) months since its opening, improvements in
the behavior and outlook of the learners were
already visible especially inside their regular
classrooms. The teachers reported that the
students are now more confident to recite during
class; show respect by using “po” and “opo” all
the time; and thoughtful not only to other people
but to their things and surroundings as well.
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ME AND MY
ENVIRONMENT
THROUGH
IKEBANA AND
FOLDSCOPE

Partners: Silid Aralan and Prakash Lab, Stanford University, USA
Period of Implementation: 30 April 2016
Venue: Kasiglahan Village Elementary School, Rodriguez, Rizal
Me and My Environment Program is a series of capacity building
activities aimed to enhance the children’s awareness and
appreciation of nature and the environment. Capacity building
activities are done through different disciplines such as science
and arts.
On its first leg, KIDS Club collaborated with Silid Aralan, Inc., and
the Prakash Lab from Stanford University for a fun-filled
workshop with the learners from Kasiglahan Village Elementary
School (KVES) in Rodriguez, Rizal. The workshop was
participated in by 40 learners; KIDS Club members; SAI staff;
and volunteer parents.
For its first leg, two workshops were conducted: 1) Microscopy
through Foldscope and 2) Learning the Basic Sogetsu-Style
Ikebana. The objective of the workshops were to provide the
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children with different ways and perspective for
them to appreciate nature and the environment.

Exploring Microscopy
through Foldscope

the different kinds of microscope. Afterwards, he
guided the children as they created their own
Foldscope units. Once completed, they
observed a portion of onion skin using the
Foldscope.
For the first time, the children were able to have
a hands-on experiment using a microscope.
They were very interested in creating a paper
microscope. Through the Foldscope, the
children saw minute details of an everyday
object like an onion. It gave them a different
perspective and appreciation.

The first session was conducted by Dr. Christian
Budich, also one of our Board Directors. He
introduced the concept of microscopy and
taught the learners how to construct and use
their own Foldscope units. Foldscope is an
origami optical microscope developed by the
team of Dr. Manu Prakash from Stanford
University, USA. They provided the units used
during the workshop free of charge. First, there
was a brief introduction about microscopy and

After the experiment, the learners documented
the observations they have made by drawing the
image of their onion skin samples.
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Nature Appreciation through
Ikebana

Next, she asked each participant to choose
three materials which they think are beautiful and
make them happy. After that, she showed the
step-by-step procedures on how to make a basic
Sogetsu-style Ikebana arrangement.
At the end of the workshop, all arrangements
were placed on two long tables like a
mini-exhibition. Guests and participants were
asked to go around and observe each
arrangement.

The second workshop, on the other hand, was
conducted by KIDS Club Founder and Chairman
Anna Budich, a licensed Ikebana Teacher. She
taught the basic style of Ikebana based on the
principles of Sogetsu School. Ikebana is the
Japanese disciplined art of flower arrangement.
During the workshop, Ms. Budich first shared the
meaning and purpose of Ikebana to the learners.
She emphasized the harmonious relation of
human with nature as the major principle of
Ikebana. After that, the participants made their
own vases by using recycled paper cups. This
exercise was to encourage creativity amongst
the children.

Although the learners used the same set of
flowers and other materials, they were surprised
when the saw 20 different arrangements. Each
of them unique in its own way.
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SAI KIDS
FOLDSCOPE
CLUB

Partners: Silid Aralan and Prakash Lab, Stanford University, USA
Period of Implementation: 16 July 2016 to present
Venue: SAI Head Office, San Jose, Rodriguez, Rizal

Following the success of Me and My Environment through
Foldscope, KIDS Club and Silid Aralan established the country’s
first Foldscope Club on 16 July 2016. The club consists of 20
learners from SAI’s iLead Program mostly Grade 5 and above
students. They meet every second and last Saturday of the
month at SAI Head Office in Rodriguez, Rizal to conduct various
experiments using the Foldscope. SAI Project Leader for Rizal,
Mr. Angelo Roxas supervises the group while Mr, Johnson
Donato, a Biology student and SAI’s LEAP Scholar, facilitates the
sessions and experiments.
Experiment topics are focused on everyday objects that the
children see mostly at home and in their surroundings. Using the
Foldscope, they are able to observe these objects at its
micro-scale. In addition to this, they also learn the physiology,
functions, and purpose of the objects they use as samples.
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of their observations by drawing the images on
their experiment sheets. They also have group
at the end of each experiment for the students to
share their observations and findings. It is also a
venue for them to learn more about plants and
animals.
To date, the club has observed the following:
• Things We See in Our Kitchen - Onion and
Tomato Skins
At the beginning of each session, the learners
first have some icebreaking activities such as
games, songs, or short video to have an
overview of the topic. Mr. Donato explains to the
group the concept behind each experiment,
The group then prepares the samples to be used
as directed from their experiment guidelines.
Experiment samples include vegetable skins,
plant cells, and fish scales. The learners use the
Foldscope to observe the components,
structures, and compositions of these samples.
After the experiments, the are asked to take note

• Everyday Crystals - A Look at Salt and Sugar
Crystals
• Division of Labor through Microscopy Understanding Photosynthesis
• A Closer Look at Ants
• Determining the Age of A Fish through Its
Scale
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IT’S AN EARLY
KIDS
CHRISTMAS
IN TARLAC
CITY

Partner: Mr. Christopher “Topey” delos Reyes, Tarlac City
Councilor
Period of Implementation: 10-11 December 2016
Project Site: Tarlac City, Tarlac
Every year even before KIDS Club was formally established,
members visit Tarlac City to spend time with orphan children and
less privileged families. Together with Tarlac City Councilor Topey
delos Reyes, the team goes to different areas of the city to give
an early Christmas treat.
With the establishment of the club in 2015, the team was able to
prepare more gifts and Noche Buena packages for the children
and the families.
For the 2016 Christmas treat, the club received support not only
from members and friends in the Philippines. We also received
donations from Germany, Japan, and Qatar which enabled us to
reach more children and families as compared to 2015.
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Instead of the usual one day community
outreach, the team stayed for two days in Tarlac
City last 10-11 December. On the first day, the
team organized three Christmas parties for the
children from Home for the Women (formerly
Home for the Girls), Lingap Center (Boys’ Town),
Special Education (SPED) class, and the
Orphanage of St. John.

The children had great time playing games,
dancing, and singing with their Ates and Kuyas
(Big Sisters and Brothers) from KIDS Club. They

also enjoyed the food as well as the ice cream
and cotton candy kiosks prepared by Councilor
delos Reyes.

The next day, the team went to the secluded
areas of Tarlac City to visit 20 underprivileged
families especially with members who are more
than 100 years old. They also gave them Noche
Buena (Christmas Eve Dinner) packages so that
they would have some special food for
Christmas.
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SUPPORT TO
PARTNERS’
AND
MEMBERS’
OUTREACH
PROJECTS

Aside from our own community projects, we also try to support
community outreach projects organized by our partners and
members.

School Supplies for Students Affected
by Typhoon Nona in Northern Samar
Organizer: Rosariohanon
Date of Implementation: 14 February 2016
Project Site: Buenavista Elementary School, Rosario, Northern
Samar
A few days before Christmas in 2015, Typhoon Melor (local
name: Nona) made a landfall in Northern Samar with an
estimated speed of 150 km/h. This caused great devastation to
several areas especially in the Municipality of Rosario which is
directly facing the Philippine Sea. In their efforts to help their
families and friends from their hometown, Rosariohanon (a group
of individuals from Rosario who are now based in Manila)
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help their students who have difficulty reading in
class. KIDS Club came into picture when Auditor
Lirio Geronimo requested for some assistance on
behalf of her sister, Ms. Perdasil Casimiro. Ms.
Casimiro is the teacher in charge of the said
summer camp.
To help the teachers and students at the camp,
the club donated Manila and bond papers, and
crayons to be used for crafts and art activities.

initiated a Back-to-School community outreach.
This is to help the students particularly the
elementary school to be able to start school after
the typhoon.
KIDS Club donated basic school supplies (paper
and pencils) and some sweets for 230
elementary students who lost all their belongings
due to the heavy rain and flood brought by
Typhoon Nona.

Art Materials for the Summer
Reading Camp in Malabon Christmas Goodies for the
Children in Sta. Maria,
City
Laguna
Organizer: Ms. Perdasil Geronimo-Casimiro,
Teacher-in-Charge of Project IReAP
Date of Implementation: 14 - 27 April 2016
Project Site: Santiago Syjuco Memorial School,
Malabon City

Organizer: KIDS Club VP Shiela Yee and son
Coco
Date of Implementation: 25 December 2016
Project Site: Sta. Maria, Bulacan

As one of its initiatives to promote Project IReAP
(I Can Read and Play), Santiago Syjuco
Memorial School in Malabon City organized a
two-week Summer Reading Camp intended to
18

Every year VP Shiela and her 9-year old son,
Coco, prepare some sweets and snacks as gifts
for the children on Christmas day. Very early in
the morning of 25 December, Shiela and Coco
would prepare at least a hundred loot bags to
share with the children in their community in Sta.
Maria. Most of the children in the said community
belong to less privileged families.
At an early age, Coco already knows the
importance of sharing and helping. He has been
part of the different community outreach
activities of the Club. As our way of giving back
to his priceless support, the Club helps him
complete his Christmas goodie bags. For this
year aside from sweets, we also donated some
hygienic kits for the children.

School Supplies for Baguio
DREAM Hub
As part of our support to the daily operations of
the DREAM Hub in Baguio City, the Club
donated some
Manila papers,
colored papers,
and markers to SAI
on 22 December.
These materials will
be used for the
preparation of
visual aids and
learning kits during
the learning
sessions.
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STRENGTHENED
RESOURCE
GENERATION
Majority of our resources used for our community
outreach projects are donated by members,
colleagues, families, and friends. Financial
support received are 100% utilized to finance the
needed goods and materials; logistics; and
sundry expenses for each community activity.
Annual and monthly membership fees, on the
other hand, are used to cover administrative and
club costs.

ONE TOY
ONE BOOK
CAMPAIGN

The success and effectiveness of our SAI KIDS Toy Libraries and
Camp 7 DREAM Hub became possible because of our One Toy
One Book campaign. Through this campaign, we were able to
gather various toys, educational tools, and books for the learners
to use and enjoy.
We are grateful to
all our families
and friends who
s e l fl e s s l y
donated their
p re - l o v e d t o y s
and books. We
also received
huge support
from Ger many,
Japan, and Qatar.
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VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM
FOR DREAM
HUB

As we opened the first SAI KIDS DREAM Hub outside Metro
Manila, one of the major challenges that we encountered is the
lack of personnel to help man the daily operations of the hub. SAI
hired a project leader to do this task however, one is not enough
to cover all responsibilities. To address this concern, SAI has
tapped the
help of the
parents who
willingly
volunteered
on Saturdays.
Same goes for
the student
volunteers
sent by our
local partner,
the University
of the
Cordilleras.
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To further address the lack of assigned staff,
KIDS Club initiated a Volunteer Program for the
DREAM Hub. We are fortunate that one of our
regular volunteers, now an official member, Mr.
Reginald Cataluña agreed to be our first
volunteer staff. On 7-11 October, he went to
Baguio to help Mr. Aries Burgonio (Kuya Aries),
SAI Project Leader, for one week.
During his stay, he helped Kuya Aries prepare
the visual materials for the weekday afternoon
sessions. He also went with him for house
visitations in the morning. As they meet the
parents and see their living conditions, Regie
gained more understanding about the learners
and their reasons for their actions and behavior.
It helped him communicate better with each
learner. He also enjoyed his time with the
learners and the other volunteers. He met new
friends and gained a lot of new learnings.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES
Aside from the community outreach projects, KIDS
Club also organize activities for the members. This
is to strengthen the camaraderie within the club;
help the members further develop their potentials;
and reward them for their hard work and priceless
services.

CLUB
ACTIVITIES

First Anniversary Celebration
Last April 2016 was a milestone for us as we celebrated our first
year as a club. To commemorate the occasion, we have
organized a club summer get-together in addition to the
workshops conducted under Me and My Environment Program,
club members also organized a pool party at Villa Rivera Wave
Resort in Rodriguez, Rizal.
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Site Visit to Baguio City
Following the first year anniversary activities,
founders of the club went to Baguio City on 1-2
May to meet with local partners and do a site
visit for the first DREAM Hub. With them are SAI
Chairman and CEO Arcie Mallari and CJ
Obligacion, one of SAI learners.

It was also during this trip when KIDS Club and
SAI signed the Memorandum of Agreement to
formally forge the partnership between two
clubs.

SAI 9th Anniversary
Celebration
The Club was very honored when our partner
organization, Silid Aralan Inc., invited us to
attend their 9th Anniversary Celebration at
Sanctuario de San Antonio, Forbes Park, Makati
City on 11 May.

It was a great opportunity for the key officers to
represent the Club and meet the other partners
and sponsors of SAI. It also inspired and
motivated them to do more community outreach
projects for the children.
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Site Visit to Monasterio
de Tarlac
On 10-11 December, some members of the Club
went to Tarlac City for the Annual Early KIDS
Christmas with the children and less privileged
families. With some free time on hand, they
visited the Monasterio de Tarlac to offer prayers
of thanks and guidance for the next year. The
members also hung a star (parol) on the church’s
Christmas tree.

The event also served as a welcome party for
new members who joined the Club during the
last quarter of 2016.

Yearend Get-Together Party
To celebrate a fruitful year, Club members
gathered together for a simple yearend
get-together party at Makati Friendship Suites on
28 December. President Evalyn Evangelista
made a short presentation about the history of
the Club, the activities in 2016, and the proposed
projects and plans for 2017 and beyond.
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MOVING
FORWARD
From this year on, KIDS Club shall continue to
create safer and improved communities for the
Filipino children through our flagship projects and
activities. And to further improve our services, we
shall also venture into new strategies as well as
forge more collaborations with various institutions
and organizations.

CONTINUING
PROJECTS
AND
ACTIVITIES

1. The DREAM Hub Project
Partner: Silid Aralan Inc. (SAI)
KIDS Club and SAI have partnered together to create a balanced
learning environment for low-performing students all over the
Philippines. For 2017, four new hubs are targeted to open in
Marikina City; San Mateo, Rizal; and San Isidro, Rodriguez, Rizal.
Target Period of Implementation:
• Irisan DREAM Hub, Elpidio Quirino Elementary School, Baguio
City: 2nd-3rd quarter of 2017
• Marikina DREAM Hub, Nangka Elementary School, Marikina
City: 2nd-3rd
quarter of 2017
• San Mateo DREAM Hub, Dulongbayan Elementary School,
San Mateo, Rizal: 2nd-3rd quarter 2017
• Rodriguez DREAM Hub, San Isidro Elementary School,
Rodriguez, Rizal : 3rd-4th quarter of 2017
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2. O n e To y O n e B o o k
Campaign
This campaign is intended to help support the
toys and books needed for the DREAM Hub
Project. Pre-loved children’s storybooks and
educational toys are solicited from families,
friends, colleagues, and individuals who wish to
support our cause.
Period of Implementation: January-December
2017

3. SAI KIDS Foldscope Club
Partners: Silid Aralan Inc. (SAI) and Prakash
Lab, Stanford University, USA

• SAI KIDS Foldscope Club - Baguio: 3rd-4th
quarter of 2017 (target)

4.! KIDS Early Christmas in
Tarlac
Partner: Councilor Christopher “Topey” delos
Reyes, Tarlac City
To continue the tradition of sharing the joys of
the Yuletide season to others, KIDS Club visits
Tarlac City every year for an early Christmas
treat. For 2017, the Club aims to share it more
children and less privileged families living in the
outskirts of the city.
Target Period of Implementation: 1st or 2nd
week of December

The SAI KIDS Foldscope Club is a group of
learners who are interested to explore the world
of microsopy and other sciences using
Foldscope. A Foldscope is an origami optic
microscope developed by the team of Dr. Manu
Prakash from Stanford University, USA.
Through the club, it is aimed that more Filipino
children would be encouraged to discover their
passion, curiosity; creativity; and critical
thinking in science and the environment.
The SAI KIDS Foldscope Club - Montalban will
continue doing experiments on the second and
last Saturdays of the month. For 2017, KIDS
Club and SAI hope to create a new Foldscope
Club in Baguio City.
Period of Implementation:
• SAI KIDS Foldscope Club - Montalban:
January - December 2017
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NEW
STRATEGIES
FOR 2017
AND BEYOND

1. Expansion of Resource Generation
As a non-profit volunteer organization, resources within the Club
is very limited. Although we receive some help from families and
friends, there is still a need to intensify measure for resource
generation to secure needed resources and finances. For 2017,
the following activities shall be undertaken:

Strengthen One Toy One Book Campaign
Our One Toy One Book Campaign has proven its effectivity
allowing us to generate enough toys and books to fill the SAI
KIDS DREAM Hubs. As we target to have at least one DREAM
Hub per region for the coming years, we are also expanding our
campaign not only within Metro Manila but also nationwide and
abroad.
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Conduct of Fund Raising Activities to
Support the Community Projects
Aside from in-kind donations, the Club also
needs to have the sufficient fund for the
implementation of our community outreach
projects. At the moment, we request monetary
donations from families, friends, and colleagues
every time there is a project or activity. This
maybe of big help but it hinders us to plan
strategically and viably. From 2017 and beyond,
the Club shall organize at least one event per
year in order to raise funds to help support the
Club’s community projects.

Collaborate with Different Institutions
and Organizations for Community
Projects
As part of our goal to reach out to as many
Filipino children through our community projects,
we shall forge more collaborations with different
institutions and organizations which share the
same objectives.

Expansion and Optimization of
Members
Being a volunteer organization, we greatly
depend on our members and volunteers for
human and in-kind resources. From 2017
onwards, the Club shall intensify its campaign
and recruitment to encourage more individuals to
join as a member or volunteer. And with the
diversity of skills and technical know-how
available, we shall conduct capacity-building
activities with our members as resource persons.
This is to create a venue for the members to

share their knowledge and skills with the children
from different communities.

2. Reach Out to Community
and Out-of-School Youth
Starting this year, KIDS Club will put its best
efforts to reach out to more communities and
help children who cannot attend school due to
poverty and special needs. We also plan to
collaborate with the community organizations to
support our cause.

Creation of Children”s Playground in
Rodriguez, Rizal
As part of advocacy to teach the children the
importance of protecting and preserving the
environment, KIDS Club and SAI plan to create a
children’s playground in Rodriguez, Rizal.
Compared with the usual playground, this facility
shall make use of recycled materials (such as
old tires, wooden palettes, and pet bottles) as
base materials for the slides, swings, and other
play equipments. As part of the initiative to help
strengthen the peace and order in the
community, we also plan to tap the out-of-school
youth to help us create, manage, and maintain
the facility. Through this, their free time will be
put into good use.
Target Period of Implementation: 2nd quarter
of 2017 - 2018
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Establishment of a DREAM Hub at
Makati Social Development Center

Create Social Entrepreneurship
Opportunities for Parents

In order to encourage out-of-school children to
rediscover their passion for learning, we will be
collaborating with the City Government of Makati
and Silid Aralan Inc, (SAI) for the establishment
of a DREAM Hub at the Makati Social
Development Center. The Center serves as home
to abandoned children age 1-9 years old.

During the conduct of Me and My Environment
through Foldscope and Ikebana, the workshop
participants received art kits filled with
sketchpads, pencils, watercolors, scissors, and
some snacks. The bags and sketchpads were
handmade by the parents of Silid Aralan’s senior
learners as part of their business learning
program. Profits gained from this initiative was
used to help finance the school expenses of the
senior learners. As the number of DREAM Hub
increases, we also aim to create more similar
opportunities to help the beneficiary community
especially the parents of the learners.

Target Period of Implementation: 2018

Target Period of Implementation: 2017 - 2020
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BE INVOLVED

KIDS Club will always welcome any time of support you extend to
the club and our projects. Here are some ways on how you can
share your support:

1. Be a Member
Membership to the club is open for all who are willing to
participate in the club projects and activities. To register, please
accomplish the Application for Membership from our website
( w w w. k i d s c l u b p h i l i p p i n e s . o r g ) o r t h ro u g h t h i s l i n k :
http://kidsclubphilippines.org/join-us/.

2. Share your Talents and Expertise
You can also take part in different community outreach projects
by sharing you talents and expertise as a volunteer or resource
speaker. We are always in need of benevolent individuals who
are happy to share their singing, dancing, or hosting prowess as
well as experts from various fields such as education, community
development, team building, professional development, etc.
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3. Donate
We would appreciate it very much to receive
financial and in-kind support to make our
proposed community projects a reality. Calls for
donations and volunteers will be posted in our
website prior to the implementation of each
proposed community project. Please feel free to
visit our website should you want to support a
specific project.
Similarly, our One Toy, One Book campaign is
on-going should you wish to donate your old toys
and books to be used in our Silid Aralan’s KIDS
DREAM Hub Project.
For more information of what and how to donate,
please email us at: info@kidsclubphilippines.org.

4. Collaborate
We would be happy to collaborate with
organizations, clubs, or groups in creating and
implementing project in line with the club’s
objectives. Let us work together in creating
better and safer communities for the Filipino
children!
To connect with us, please visit our website or
email us at: info@kidsclubphilippines.org.
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OUR
DONORS
AND
VOLUNTEERS

Since the establishment of the club in 2015, we are very grateful
to receive in-kind and financial support not only from our
members but also from people outside the organization. Without
the support of our families, friends, and colleagues, the success
of our projects and activities would be difficult to achieve. Hence,
we would like to give our deepest gratitude to the following
donors and volunteers who believed in us and share the same
desire to help the Filipino children:
Germany
• Mr. Gunnar and Mrs. Lydia Budich
• Mr. Andreas Budich and Ms, Tatjana Aust
• Mr. Marie-Therese Schulte and family
Japan
• Mrs. Mokoto Kaneko and family
• Mr. Amir Ibrahim
• Ms. Minako Inoue
• Mrs. Anna Jezza Sonohara and family
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• Ms. Theresa Sato and family

• Arch. Antonio Limchoc

• Ms. Eiko Takayama

• Mrs. Beth Menge and family

• Mrs. Yuri Takasugi

• Ms. Lisa Macatangay

• Mr. Yoshikatsu and Mrs. Mika Usuda

• Mrs. Celeste Maralit and family

• Ms. Akiko Uchida and family

• Ms. Karen Mendoza

• Ms. Pradnya Barrve and family

• Ms. Sherlyn Mercado

• Mrs. Xianqiong and family

• Ms. Mary Anne Muriel

• Matthew Aida and parents

• Mrs. Ma. Lourdes Ostonal and family

• Ai and Yuna Kato and parents

• Mrs. Liezel Rana and family

Lithuania

• Atty. James Recio

• Mrs. Ausra Lengviniene and family

• Mrs. Vennie Rodis and family

Philippines

• Ms. Milo Seva

• Mr. Ben Abrojena and family

• Ms. Ria Sunga

• Mr. Ryan and Coco Barcelo

• Ms. Maloou Tam

• Mrs. Jang Bien and family

• Ms. Mayet Tamayo

• Ms. KC Boter

• Ms. Elsa Tan

• Mr. Mel Butz Cacapit and family

• Mrs. Rovianne Tejada and family

• Mr. Philip David Cases

• Ms. Madelyn Valenzuela

• Ms. Monica Cequena and family

• Mrs. Flor Vidaurreta and family

• Ms. Elizabeth Cureg

• Kiko and Johannes Barcelo

• Ms. Karen De Guzman

• Lianne Jasmine Cequena and parents

• Ms. Karen Claire De Guzman

• Zoning Administration Division, Urban
Development Department, City Government of
Makati

• Ms. Ma. Jocelyn De Guzman
• Ms. Haya del Rosario-Carlos
• Mrs. Cherie Faustino and family

• School Governance and Organization DivisionDRRMS, Department of Education, Makati

• Mr. Raniel Garcia and family

• Makati City Hall Library

• Mr. Rene Boy Henson

Qatar

• Mr. Herbert Hernandez and family

• Mrs. Carren Soriano and family

• Mr. Gino Ilagan

• Friends of Anica Soriano in Doha
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